
Forever 25 Lifestyles, at its essence, is a celebration of 

beauty, driven by groundbreaking science. Forever 25 

Lifestyles stands as the pioneering beauty brand officially 

endorsed by Regenerative MD, a leading figure in the realm 

of stem cell therapy. 

Our mission is clear: to empower women to attain optimal 

results efficiently. We skip the frills and head straight to the 

root of the matter: healthy cells equal radiant skin. Our Anti-

Aging 4-step regimen caters to your daily skin essentials, 

with the Exosome Live Cell Serum leading the way in 

intensive cell regeneration. We’re not just about skincare; 

we’re about unlocking the science of beauty. 



Nestled in the heart of the beauty world, 
Forever 25 Lifestyles was born with a singular 
mission: to redefine the essence of beauty. 

Forever 25 Lifestyles is more than just a 
skincare brand; it’s a way of life that celebrates 
holistic beauty. 

Conceived by the illustrious Chinese-American 
host, Sisi Cao, our brand stands firmly in the 
belief that genuine beauty is the harmonious 
union of body, mind, and spirit. We’re here to 
transform this vision into your reality.



Look closely at our logo, and you will discover our 
“fingerprint” which reveals “25.” 

2 signifies witness, 5 represents grace. 
Together, we witness the beauty that grace brings.

 
2 + 5 = 7, which is the number of completeness. 

Only by caring for your body, mind, and spirit can 
you truly experience beauty.



Experience a groundbreaking 4-step program 
that revolutionizes anti-aging skincare. 

Patented ingredients and cutting-edge cell-
level technology provide your skin with the 
most effective care. Each product is a 
concentrated powerhouse.



•  Acid-free skin peeler for a natural exfoliation 
•  Multinational patented ingredients
•  Skin tone correction and rejuvenation

PRECIOUS OPTIMIZER TREATMENT 

ESSENCE 
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PRICE: $128 



HOW TO APPLY
1.  Clean the face thoroughly.

2.  Spray our Optimizer Treatment Essence     
     onto a cotton pad.

3.  Then gently apply it to your face.

*     You can also use it as a mist after applying 
       makeup to keep your skin moisturized and 
       fresh. 



•  Redefine your skin with rare salmon roe extract
•  High concentration sheep placenta for deep
    regeneration
•  Develop inner skin defenses in just 14 days

SALMON PRECIOUS RARE 

ESSENCE 

PRICE: $158 
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4. Repeat this massage ten before 

    moving to the next step.

time

s

2.  Warm it between your palms.

3. Gently press and massage from the 

    corners of your mouth towards your 

    ears, ensuring not to reverse direction.

5. Next, use your fingertips to press and 

    massage along your cheekbones, moving 

    from top to bottom. Press each spot for 3 

    seconds to fully stimulate each acupressure 

    point.

HOW TO APPLY
1. Drop the Salmon Previous Essence

    onto your hand.
6. Bring your index and middle fingers 

    together and use the pads of your fingers 

    to move downward behind your ears until 

    you reach your cheekbones. Massage 

    the lymphatic system in your neck, 

    promoting detoxification and the removal 

    of aging substances.

7. Finally, lightly pinch your chin with your 

    thumb and forefinger. Repeat this ten 

    times. Then, use your index and middle 

    fingers to pinch your chin and push 

    outward, repeating 20 times. This set of 

    movements effectively prevents a double 

    chin.



•  High concentration anti-aging compounds
•  Exclusive decomposition technology for easy
    absorption
•  Eliminate dark circles, under-eye bags and fine 
    lines

POWER CELL FIRMING EYE CREAM

PRICE: $168 
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1.  Take an appropriate  

     amount of our Eye 

     Cream and evenly 

     apply it to the skin 

     around your eyes.

2. Place the massage 

    stick under your eyes 

    and slide it from the 

    inner corner to the 

    outer corner, repeating 

    six times.

3. Lightly press along 

    the entire temple 

    area three times.

4. Use the massage stick to 

    lightly press below your 

    eyebrows, and near the 

    bridge of your nose. 

    Massage along your 

    eyebrows, encircling your 

    eyes until you return to the 

    starting point, repeating 

    three times.

HOW TO APPLY



•  Reshaping the V-face line
•  Eliminating deep wrinkles and aging symptoms
•  Patented growth factors for youthful skin
•  Unique lymphatic system detoxification
•  Hormone balance

PRECIOUS RARE REJUVENATION 

CREAM

PRICE: $188 
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1. Take a pearl-sized amount of Rejuvenation Cream and apply it to your face

a. Start by lightly pressing from the central position of your forehead to the 

     front of your ears. Then, move along your facial contour, pushing  

     downward to your jawline.

b.  Begin at the corner of your eye and press down along your eyelid to the front 

     of your ear. Then, follow your facial contour line down to your jawline.

c. Start at your nostrils and press upward along the lower edge of your cheekbone    

to the front of your ear. Follow your facial contour, pushing downward to your 

jawline.

d. Begin at your jawline and push upward toward the front of your ear. Follow 

     your facial contour, pushing downward to your collarbone.
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2. Use the Forever 25 Lifestyles Lymphatic Detox Massage Technique for absorption



We are thrilled to announce that 
Forever 25 Lifestyles has found a new 
home within the prestigious Waldorf 
Astoria Spa. 

This collaboration marks a new era in 
the world of luxury skincare and 
wellness.



At Forever 25 Lifestyles, we continue your journey with an offer to 
leverage groundbreaking technology towards timeless beauty, endorsed 
by a Renowned Regenerative Doctor. Meet Our Regenerative Experts: 
With 15+ years in pioneering regenerative research, our team is your 
ultimate partner for timeless beauty. 

Exosome Spa & Home Therapy: Dive into intensive cell regeneration 
with our Exosome treatments.  These therapies blend science and 
luxury for radiant results in  the spa or home. Unlock regenerative 
secrets for timeless elegance. 

Stem Cell Injection: Elevate your journey with Stem Cell Injections, 
expertly administered by our seasoned MDs. Redefine your path to 
ageless beauty.  Say Goodbye to Botox and fillers, hello Rejuvenation!



Meet a few of our Forever 25 Lifestyle 
Global Ambassadors who are distinguished 

individuals, each, embodying the values 
and spirit of Forever 25 Lifestyles, sharing 
our commitment to beauty, wellness, and 
making a positive impact on the world.



 Renowned Chinese Movie 
Star and Philanthropist



 Former Miss World Italy, 
Actress, Singer, Songwriter, 

and Philanthropist



 
American Professional Boxer

Two-time Challenger for World Titles: 
WBC Super Featherweight Title (2018) 
& WBC Lightweight Title (March 2019)



Unparalleled Trust and Influence Our 
brand’s journey to redefine beauty is 

enriched by an ever-expanding 
community of over 60,000 loyal followers. 

We proudly hold the esteemed 
recommendation of Tmall International, a 

testament to our global appeal. Our 
products have gained the trust of 

celebrities, solidifying our status as a 
brand that transcends boundaries.



CONSUMER INSIGHT
In today’s fast-paced world, women often 
juggle multiple roles. As a modern woman 
with a busy life, the need for efficient yet 
highly effective skincare is paramount. 
You care deeply about your appearance 

and well-being but require a solution that 
seamlessly integrates into your routine. 
Enter Forever 25 Lifestyles – the brand 

that treats the root problem of aging, not 
just its symptoms.



Discover how our iconic product, “Forever 25 
Lifestyles Precious Rare Rejuvenating Cream”, 

competes with the industry’s best, offering 
unparalleled results in the world of skincare. 
Experience the power of transformation and 

witness the difference that Forever 25 
Lifestyles brings to your beauty regimen. 

Your journey to timeless beauty begins here.



30ML30ML 30ML

AQ Meliority Intensive 
Regenerating Multi-

Cream

Price: $1,000

Cellcosmet & Cellmen 
Concentrated 

Revitalizing Cellular 
Cream

Price: $1,125

30ML

Valmont l'Elixir Des 
Glaciers Crème 

Merveilleuse 

Price: $1,100 Price: $ 188

Forever 25 
Lifestyles Precious 
Rare Rejuvenation 

Cream



https://www.forever25lifestyles.com/

Elevate your skincare routine with Forever 25 Lifestyles 
– redefine what is means to be truly beautiful.
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